Abstract-The single-source localization problem (SSLP), which is nonconvex by its nature, appears in several important multidisciplinary fields such as signal processing and the global positioning system. In this paper, we cast SSLP as a Euclidean distance embedding problem and study a Lagrangian dual approach. It is proved that the Lagrangian dual problem must have an optimal solution under the generalized Slater condition. We provide a sufficient condition for the zero-duality gap and establish the equivalence between the Lagrangian dual approach and the existing General- 
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE single-source localization problem (SSLP) appears in many important applications including the mobile phones localization [7] , [25] , [26] , localization of the wireless E911 calls [4] , and the GPS localization [2] (to name just a few applications). The most often studied criteria for mathematically formulating SSLP are the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion and the least-squares (LS) in the squared domain [4, Sect. 1.2] . Both ML and LS formulations are nonconvex. While the ML criterion has the property of a statistical inference, the LS has the unrivaled property that it can be solved to its global optimality. This is a rare property for nonconvex problems and was N. Xiu is with the Department of Applied Mathematics, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing 100044, China (e-mail: naihua_xiu@126.com).
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first revealed by Beck et al. [3] . Moreover, the subsequent papers [2] , [4] show that this property of the LS formulation plays a key role in designing efficient iterative algorithms for the ML formulation. In this paper, we will focus on the LS formulation. An important approach that emerged from [3] is to reformulate the LS problem as a Generalized Trust-Region Subproblem (GTRS), which has just one constraint of quadratic equation. It is known that the GTRS possesses a necessary and sufficient condition that characterizes its optimal solutions [11] , [21] . Beck et al. [3] studied in detail when the GTRS can be effectively and practically solved to its global optimality.
Another group of important contributions to source localization problems come from the Euclidean distance embedding for sensor network localization, which can be cast as a multiple-source localization problem (see the nice surveys [18] , [20] and the references therein). An outstanding feature in this group of papers is that the embedding problem can be related to the celebrated semi-definite programming (SDP), see [1] , [5] , [28] . The embedding problem can also be relaxed to the nearest Euclidean distance matrix problem [12] , [14] , [17] , [23] and it can also be tackled directly through a Lagrangian dual approach with a majorized penalty technique [24] .
However, there is lack of study whether the research from the Euclidean distance embedding has any enhanced/favourable properties for SSLP. This paper tries to initiate such a study by exploring the relationship between the Lagrangian dual approach and the GTRS approach. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
(i) We initiate the study of the Lagrangian dual approach to the SSLP. We develop a new set of mathematical tools showing that the Lagrangian dual approach is well defined (e.g., the dual problem must admit an optimal solution) under the generalized Slater condition. Those tools also allow us to characterize a sufficient condition for the zero-duality gap to hold. We further establish the equivalence of these two approaches, which are seemingly unrelated while having surprising connections because of our results. Also revealed is a new geometrical interpretation of the assumptions used in the GTRS. (ii) The Lagrangian dual approach leads to an unconstrained convex optimization, which can be efficiently solved by the well-known package [19] , [22] . Moreover, the Lagrangian dual approach can handle more constraints such as the fixed-distance constraint (45), which would enforce one more quadratic constraint to the GTRS. In contrast, the global theory and the corresponding numerical methods of GTRS remain to be investigated for such cases.
(iii) The application of the Lagrangian dual approach to the multiple-source localization problem is investigated. The advantage of the approach is numerically demonstrated by comparison with the well-known semidefinite programming solver developed by Biswas et al. [5] . On some standard test problems from [5] , [29] , the Lagrangian dual approach requires only a small fraction of the time of solver and yet provides the localizations of similar quality. In the following, we describe the basic model of the SSLP. Suppose we have a network of known sensors (often known as anchors in the literature of sensor network localization), whose coordinates are , . Suppose there is single unknown source, whose coordinate in is denoted as
. From the unknown source, each anchor receives a signal, which can be converted to Euclidean distance between and , possibly with contaminated noise :
The SSLP is to find that solves
We note that problem (1) . We will study a Lagrangian dual approach for (1) and establish its links to the GTRS. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide a brief background on Euclidean distance embedding. In Section III, we study the Lagrangian dual approach. We first reformulate the SSLP as a Euclidean embedding problem, followed by deriving the Lagrangian dual problem. We then prove that the dual problem has an optimal solution under the generalized Slater condition (Prop. 3.4). A sufficient condition is provided for the zero-duality gap result in Thm. 3.6. In Section IV, we establish the equivalence between the Lagrangian dual approach and the GTRS. Numerical results in Section V show that the Lagrangian dual approach yields localization of similar quality as that by the GTRS. Moreover, we demonstrate its application to the multiple-source localization problem and show its efficiency by comparison with the popular semidefinite programming solver of [5] . We conclude in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND ON EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE EMBEDDING
There are three elements that have become basics in the research of Euclidean distance embedding. The first one is the definition of the squared Euclidean distance matrix (EDM). The second are various characterizations of EDMs. And the third one is the Procrustes analysis that produces the actual embedding in a Euclidean space. We briefly describe them one by one. Standard references are [6] , [9] , [10] . means the transpose of the vector , hence it is a row vector.
A. Squared EDM
We note that must belong to if it is an EDM. We let be the set of all EDMs in , and be the set of all EDMs in with embedding dimensions not greater than .
B. Characterizations of EDM
It is well-known that a matrix is an EDM if and only if (2) where (or when the indication of dimension is needed) is the identity matrix in and is the vector of all ones in . The origin of this result can be traced back to Schoenberg [27] and an independent work [30] by Young and Householder. See also Gower [16] for a nice derivation of (2) . Moreover, the corresponding embedding dimension is . Consequently, we have and We note that is a closed convex cone and is closed, but not convex.
It is noted that the matrix , when treated as an operator, is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace . The characterization (2) simply means that is an EDM if and only if and is negative semidefinite on the subspace :
It follows that is a closed convex cone. We therefore have another characterization of :
where
C. Euclidean Embedding
If is an EDM with embedding dimension , then . Let where . Let denote the th column of . It is known [9] that are the embedding points of in , i.e.,
. We also note that any rotation and shifting of would give the same . In other words, there are infinitely many sets of embedding points. To find a desired set of embedding points that match positions of the existing anchors, one needs to conduct the Procrustes analysis, which is a simple computational scheme, see [9, Chp. 5] . We omit the details.
III. LAGRANGIAN DUAL APPROACH
In this section, we first cast problem (1) as a Euclidean distance embedding problem. We then derive its Lagrangian dual problem. Finally, we study when the dual problem admits an optimal solution and provides a sufficient condition for the zeroduality gap.
A. SSLP as Euclidean Distance Embedding
For SSLP (1), we have known anchors and an unknown source . Define the EDM (with ) by (only define the upper triangular part of )
It follows from (2) that and one set of embedding points in would be the columns of , where satisfies (6) Moreover, would be obtained from through the Procrustes analysis. However, the only issue with the above procedure is that the distances in the last columns of (the distances between and ) are not completely known so that the decomposition of (6) is not possible. We only know the contaminated distance measurement between and . We need to recover the true distances from those measured distances . Define by if if .
Our purpose is to recover from . We know that has to satisfy the following conditions: and has to have the embedding dimension . We are therefore to recover through the following optimization problem:
If (true distances), then is the original EDM. Otherwise, this problem is to calculate the nearest EDM from subject to the requirements that the solution must obey the pairwise distances among the known anchors and that it has to have an embedding dimension not greater than .
Once the optimal solution of (7) is obtained, we can use (6) and the Procrustes analysis to obtain the actual embedding
. The solution method that we propose in this paper for (7) is the Lagrange dual approach. We will show that this approach has some nice and important properties as mentioned in Introduction. In particular, it has a close relationship with the GTRS. We describe this approach below.
B. The Lagrangian Dual Problem
The purpose of this part is to solve (7) through its Lagrangian dual problem. Let us first define a few more notations. Define two linear mappings and by (we identify a vector by ordering its components as , )
Correspondingly, define and by
Let (8) We let be the adjoint of . Because of (5), problem (7) is equivalent to or equivalently by replacing with (9) The Lagrangian dual function for (9) is where and . The Lagrangian dual problem is then given by (10) where It always holds that . The quantity is called the duality gap. When this quantity vanishes, we say there is no duality gap (i.e., zero-duality gap). We now derive an explicit expression for . Given a closed set and , let denote an optimal solution of the following metric projection problem:
When is convex, is unique. When is not convex, there may be multiple solutions and we let denote the set of all projections of onto . Let be the set of all positive semidefinite matrices whose ranks are not greater than . (11) Moreover, for any pair satisfying we have
and (14) We now derive an explicit formula for .
The last equality used (14) . Hence, the dual problem (10) becomes (in the form of minimization)
where We note that is convex. In the next section, we study when the problem (15) has an optimal solution and when the duality gap vanishes (i.e., ).
C. Existence of Optimal Dual Solutions and Zero Duality Gap
Let us consider the linear system (16) with and defined in (8) . It is obvious that the linear mappings and are linearly independent. We say that the (generalized) Slater condition for (16) holds if there exists such that (17) where is the interior of . The Slater condition is closely related to the polar cone of : (18) where the last equality used [23, Eq. (16)] and is the Householder matrix defined by
The following result is a direct consequence of a result of Gao [13] when applied to (16 The second equality used Lemma 3.5 and the last equality used Lemma 3.2. Under the condition in the theorem, it is easy to verify from Lemma 3.1 that is singleton. This implies that is singleton. The optimality condition means and . Therefore, is a feasible point of (9) . Moreover, we have This proves because we always have . In other words, globally solves the problem (9) and the zero duality gap holds.
The dual problem is convex and the subdifferential of can be calculated through (23) and the characterization of in Lemma 3.1. The famous package [19] , [22] can be used to solve (15) . As mentioned in the introduction, another global method is the GTRS contributed by Beck et al.. [3] . It is surprising that these two approaches are actually equivalent under reasonable conditions. It is proved in the next section.
IV. EQUIVALENCE TO GTRS
In this section, we first state the GTRS reformulation by Beck et al. [3] , its global optimality condition, and the assumptions that ensure an efficient solution method of the GTRS. We also study some implications of those assumptions. We then establish the equivalence between these two approaches.
A. GTRS and Its Global Optimality Condition
Beck et al. [ There are two assumptions that ensure an efficient solution algorithm of (24) .
(H1) The matrix defined in (25) has full column rank.
(H2) The matrix is positive definite, where satisfies (26) . Under the two assumptions, is the unique solution of (27) where and Furthermore, there exists an efficient solution method to find the root of (27) (see [3] for details). It is emphasized in [3, P.1773] that the "hard case" (i.e., is just positive semidefinite) never occurred in their extensive numerical simulations.
We now state a result of implications from those two assumptions. Without loss of generality and for simplicity, we assume that the anchors are centered at the origin. That is,
. Otherwise, we can always consider the points instead of , where and . Proposition 4.1: Suppose that there is another set of sensors in , denoted by , satisfying
Define where and come from the singular value decomposition with being the diagonal matrix of the singular values of and . We have the following results. (i) Assumption (H1) implies (ii) Let denote an optimal solution of (1) and denote an optimal solution of (1) (R1) Prop. 4.1 has a very nice geometrical interpretation. Let the known anchors be placed at two sets of locations, denoted by and respectively. Suppose they are centred and obey the pairwise distances in the sense of (28) . Assumption (H1) means that one set of locations can be obtained from the other through an orthogonal rotation. As in the result, let and denote the respective optimal solution of (1) when the two sets of anchors were used. Assumption (H2) implies that the recovered location of the unknown source can be obtained through the same orthogonal rotation of . (R2) Without Assumption (H2) (i.e., is only positive semidefinite, which is referred to as the "hard case" in the literature of trust region methods), it is not known whether we would still have the same interpretation in (R1). The difficulty lies with the facts that there might be multiple solutions of (1) and that it is very hard to characterize them (see [21, Sect. 5] ).
B. Equivalence to GTRS
Let the optimal solution of (15) (38) where is the optimal solution of (1). In other words, the locations of can be translated to after the shifting (37) and rotation (38). We note that those localizations are also centered:
This can be easily verified through (34) The second equality above used (13) and the last equality used (34) and (20) . Because is the EDM generated by , the last column of is We compare the last column of with the last column of the right-hand-side matrix in (40). Summing the first equations in (41) yields (43) Subtracting (43) from (42) and re-arranging the like-terms leads to by (39) by (38) This proves our result.
Now we are ready to present our characterization of the solution of optimality condition (26) . In the characterization, we list all the assumptions that have been made so far to clarify the situation when such characterization holds. The first two assumptions, as assumed in [3] , remove the possibility of "hard case" of the trust region subproblem from happening and the third condition assumes that the problem (9) can be solved globally. The result is that there is a close relationship between the obtained solutions, as characterized below.
Theorem 4.3:
Consider the SSLP problem (1) . Let the matrices and be defined as in (25) . Let solve the dual problem (15) . Assume that Assumptions (H1) and (H2) hold and that the matrix defined in (33) is an optimal solution of (9) . Then, we must have where is the (unique) optimal solution of (26) . Moreover, the two problems (1) and (9) return the same optimal objective value.
Proof: Consider the optimality condition (26) . The second equation in (26) which by the definition of yields Now let be defined by (37). The optimal objective value of (9) is by (35) by (36) by (37) by (38) Hence, the two problems (1) and (9) return the same optimal objective value.
This result characterizes the nice situation defined by the assumptions (H1) and (H2). The unpleasant situation happens when (H1) and (H2) fail to hold. As already remarked in (R2) after Prop. 4.1, it would be hard to characterize the optimal solution of the GTRS. The good thing is that the failure of (H1) or (H2) does not contradict the zero-duality gap result in Thm. 3.6. In other words, the Lagrangian dual approach would still have chance to find the global solution of the SSLP under this situation.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This numerical part includes three subsections. Section V-A uses the existing SSLP test problems to show that the Lagrangian Dual (denoted as ) method provides localization of similar quality as that by the GTRS. Section V-B further explores the possibility of including more constraints in the SSLP model. For example, if two more fixed constraints of the type (45) are added to the model, can accurately recover the unknown source in Example 5.1. In theory, the Lagrangian dual approach can be straightforwardly extended to the problem of multiple source localizations. Section V-C demonstrates its efficiency on three standard test problems (e.g., the number of unknown sources are up to 300) by comparison with the popular SDP solver [5] . 1 All of our results can be reproduced by using the code . 2 . All tests were carried out using the 64-bit version of MATLAB 2012a on a Windows 7 desktop with a 64-bit operating system having Intel Core 2 Duo CPU of 3.16 GHz and 4.0 GB of RAM. 1 Available from http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/~mattohkc/SNLSDP.html. 2 Available from http://www.personal.soton.ac.uk/hdqi.
A. The Case of Single Source
The single source localization problem, treated as a LeastSquare (LS) problem in [3] , [4] , can be solved by reformulating it as a generalized trust-region subproblem (GTRS). The Lagrangian dual approach, as proved in Thm. 4.3 for this case, also solves the GTRS under the conditions assumed in [3] . We use the two examples tested in [3] , [4] to verify this theoretical result. We used package to solve the Lagrangian dual problem (15) . In this example, 100 instances are randomly generated. In each instance, there are 5 sensors whose locations and the source location are randomly generated from a uniform distribution over the square . The observed distances are given by with being independently generated from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation .
We tested and the Lagrangian dual method on Example 5.2.
aims at finding the root of in (27) . It is known that the root is contained in the interval and is strictly decreasing over this interval, where and is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix (see [3, Sect. II(B)]). In our implementation of , we first narrow the half-line interval to , where and is the first positive integer such that . By the strictly decreasing property of , the root must lie in the interval . We then use the bisection method (as suggested in [3] ) to find the root. The tolerance used to terminate is (smaller tolerance such as would not achieve significantly more accuracy in localization). For is the number of function evaluations of till the termination. For is the number of iterations used by package. We also report the squared position error , where is the solution by the corresponding method. All results are based on the average over 100 random realizations. It can be seen that and return localizations with highly similar squared position errors, which are consistent with our theoretical finding in Theorem 4.3.
B. Including More Constraints
One advantage of the Lagrangian dual approach is its capability of incorporating more information about the unknown source. For example, we may have a good chance to know in advance the distance to the anchor from the source , i.e., Such constraints are common in the literature of Euclidean distance matrix completion problems in the form of that the distance is known for some pair . For example, such constraints appear in the Euclidean distance matrix completion formulation of the famous Kissing number problem of sphere packing (see [10, Problem 504] ). Each of such prior information would introduce one more quadratic constraint to the GTRS approach, which would need one more Lagrangian multiplier in order to state the corresponding conditions of (26) . The existing global optimality theory as well as the GTRS algorithm (i.e., bisection method) for the one quadratic equation case would run into difficulties in extension. In contrast, the Lagrangian dual approach would just take such a constraint as a linear equation because we always have (from Part II(c))
where is the zero matrix except its having the value 1 at the positions and . In this case, the problem (9) then becomes We can derive its corresponding Lagrangian dual problem, which is also unconstrained. Consequently, it would be straightforward to generalize the Lagrangian dual approach to including this case. In order to appreciate this capability of the Lagrangian dual approach, let us have another look at Example 5.1.
Example 5.3: Assume that the distance between and is known. That is, (note that it is the largest distance among all measured distances). The Lagrangian dual approach found , a much accurate localization with the error . If the distances to the first two anchors and are also respectively known to be and , the Lagrangian dual approach would recover the true with the error . The latter case would enforce two more quadratic constraints to the GTRS approach.
C. The Case of Multiple Sources
Another advantage of the Lagrangian dual approach is that the Euclidean distance embedding reformulation (7) of the SSLP does not depend on the number of the unknown source as long as we can define the initial matrix . Therefore, it can handle multiple unknown sources. Below, we demonstrate its efficiency by comparison with the well known SDP relaxation method studied in [5] where are independent standard normal random variables and is the noisy factor taken to be . Example 5.5: This is the test problem in [29] and is a modification of Example 5.4 in the following way. A total of sensors are generated as in Example 5.4. Set (i.e., 10% of the sensors are anchors) and are unknown sensors. The remaining calculations are the same as in Example 5.4.
To follow the solver [5] and also for the comparison purpose, we calculate the Root Mean Square Distance (RMSD) to measure the accuracy of the estimated positions , :
One of the very useful techniques that have been developed in [5] to improve the localization quality of the solver is the Refinement step, which is a gradient descent method applied to the objective distance function defined in [5, Eq.(18) ] (for details, see [5, Part V] ). We found that this Refinement step also improves the localization quality of our solver. Fig. 1 shows the improvement of the localization of before and after the Refinement step. Hence, we will report the resulting by with this refinement step. In Tables II and III, time are in seconds. denotes the number of iterations used. For , it is the number of iterations used by . The initial point for is provided by the Newton method [23] on the convex relaxation problem of (7) with being replaced by its convex counterpart . All other parameters of are taken to be their default values. We include here a brief discussion on the computational complexity of the algorithms involved. The complexity of comes from two parts. One is computing the initial point by solving the convex relaxation problem of (7), which is done by the quadratically convergent Newton's method of [23] . The other part is from the package. We refer to [19] for its computational analysis (we report the number of iterations used by in Tables II and III) . As for the GTRS, it is also an iterative algorithm and its complexity relies on how the function is computed or approximated. We refer to [3] for details. The solver solves a convex SDP and hence has polynomial time complexity, which does not necessarily imply it is faster (see Tables Tables II and III) .
We report the average results on 50 randomly generated instances for each of the examples. The columns in Tables II and III show that both and yielded the localizations of similar quality in terms of (i.e., all in the order of ). However, the used by is only a small fraction of that used by , especially when is of a few hundreds. Those results clearly demonstrate the potential of the Lagrangian dual approach for various localization problems. The research serves a good starting point for further investigations to be discussed in the next section.
Finally, we would like to point out that used longer time for Example 5.4(a) than that for , 100 (see Table II ). This was due to the mechanism of package in evaluating the "smallest" vector in the convex hull of the used gradients. Over the 50 random runs, there occurred a few cases that used more iterations and hence longer time to terminate for compared to that for and . This is reflected in the number of iterations used. In the table,  for  and  and 20 for , 100 respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
There exist a few methods for source localization problems, especially for sensor network localization. For the single source localization problem, two methods stand out because of their global optimality properties. One is the generalized trust-region subproblem approach studied by Beck et al. [3] . Another is the Lagrangian dual approach studied by Qi [23] and Qi and Yuan [24] for Euclidean distance embedding problems. When specialized to the SSLP, the Lagrangian dual approach is proved to be equivalent to the GTRS approach. Moreover, a nice geometrical interpretation of the assumptions used by the GTRS approach is revealed. We also study when the Lagrangian dual problem has an optimal solution and characterized when the zero duality gap holds for the SSLP.
The reported numerical results on SSLP are consistent with our theory in the sense that the resulting algorithm provides localizations of similar quality as that of . Moreover, the numerical results on multiple source localization problems clearly shows the great potential of the Lagrangian dual approach when compared to the popular solver [5] . We also show that the Lagrangian dual approach can handle the fixed distance constraint of the type (45). A more general type of the distance constraint takes the form:
where and are the lower and upper bounds of the distance between and . Such constraints arise from many real applications, see e.g., [15] . However, the current form of the Lagrangian dual approach cannot be directly used to deal with such constraints. We leave this as a future research topic.
Another future topic, as suggested by one referee, is to design efficient algorithms for the maximum likelihood (ML) formulation of the localization problem based on the efficient methods such as the Lagrangian dual approach for the least-squares (LS) formulation. A pioneering work has been done in [2] , [4] which makes use of the GTRS to solve the ML formulation of the SSLP. We may follow a similar framework of [4] to design a sequential algorithm that uses the Lagrangian dual approach in each step.
